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Omni Motors Private Limited: [ICRANP] LB+/A4 assigned 

May 04, 2020 
 

Summary of rated instruments 

Instrument* 
Rated Amount (NPR 

million) 
Rating Action 

Long-term loans; Fund-based 2.8 [ICRANP] LB+; Assigned 

Short-term loans; Fund-based 35.0 [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Short-term loans; Fund-based (within non-funded limits) (1,050.0) [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Short-term loans; Non-fund based 1,180.0 [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Short-term loans; Non-fund based (within non-funded limits) (10.0) [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Total 1,217.8  

* Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1 

 

Rating action   
ICRA Nepal has assigned a long-term rating of [ICRANP] LB+ (pronounced ICRA NP L B plus) to the long-term loans of 

Omni Motors Private Limited (OMPL). ICRA Nepal has also assigned a short-term rating of [ICRANP] A4 (pronounced ICRA 

NP A four) to the short-term loans (including non-fund based limits) of OMPL.  

 

Rationale 
The assigned ratings are constrained by the delays in debt servicing due to the tight liquidity conditions, high working 

capital intensity (net working capital as a portion of operating income; NWC/OI of ~49% in FY2019) and leveraged capital 

structure. OMPL’s liquidity condition remains stretched due to the elongated cash conversion cycle, which also led to 

pressure on net margins through increased finance costs. The ratings also factor in the expected impact of the Covid-19 

pandemic and the resultant economic slowdown over the company’s sales growth trajectory, profitability, and debt 

coverage indicators. Furthermore, the company’s limited presence within the commercial vehicle (CV) segment leading 

to high product concentration risks, also remain rating concerns. Additionally, OMPL also faces intense competition from 

established dealers in the industry, which along with the cyclicality in automotive demand, could impact its operational 

profile. 

 

Nonetheless, the ratings assignment factor in the company being a part of the Omni Group with established operations 

(>30 years) in automobile trading/financing and related sectors. The ratings also take note of the growing brand 

recognition of the Bharatbenz vehicles in Nepal as reflected in the company’s healthy sales growth momentum, despite 

the short track record. The company’s ability to regularise its debt repayment obligations in a timely manner and improve 

its liquidity position will remain a key monitorable. 

 

 

Key rating drivers  
 

Credit strengths 
Part of Omni Group with experienced promoters – The company is a part of the Omni Group which has an established 

presence in the automobile trading/financing and related sectors. The Group’s hire-purchase financing unit viz. Omni 

Private Limited (OPL) has been in operation since 1988. This sister concern aided OMPL’s sales growth, especially in the 

initial years of dealership when the Bharatbenz brand was a new entrant in the market.  OPL then facilitated the financing 

requirements of a major chunk of OMPL’s customers. The Group’s extensive track record in the automobile industry as 

well as experienced promoters could aid the sales growth momentum going forward. 
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Growing brand recognition of the Bharatbenz vehicles – OMPL is the authorised national dealer of the Bharatbenz brand 

CVs manufactured by Daimler India Commercial Vehicles, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the reputed German 

manufacturer Daimler AG. This association has helped in the recognition of the Bharatbenz brand vehicles in Nepal and 

has aided in sizeable sales growth despite a short track period (~32% sales growth in last three fiscals, albeit on a low 

base). Additionally, OMPL has been able to gradually improve the operating profitability over the years. This was also 

aided by the growing share of revenues from the high-margin spare part segment (~15% of H1 FY2020 revenues) and 

control over promotional expenses. 

 

Credit challenges 
Delays in payment of bank obligations – OMPL has delayed the payment of bank obligations on multiple occasions in 

the last 12-15 months (delays being within 30 days). This was on account of the company’s long working capital cycle 

with high inventory and receivable cycle leading to cash shortfalls at times. The delays are currently for a period of less 

than 30 days and are, therefore, not recognised as default (refer to ICRA Nepal’s default recognition policy1). OMPL’s 

track record in debt servicing going forward and augmentation of its liquidity profile would be crucial from a rating 

perspective. 

 

High working capital intensity could witness further stress amid lockdown – The company’s high debtor and inventory 

days (~92 and ~118 for FY2019 respectively) has led to a high working capital intensity at ~49% in FY2019. This further 

increased to ~55% during H1 FY2020. The company’s leveraged capital structure (gearing of ~3X as of mid-January 2020) 

and consequent high interest expense along with the spike in interest rates over the last few years has pressurised the 

company’s net margins. With the ongoing elongated lockdown and the expected slowdown in economic activities due to 

the pandemic, inventory levels are expected to remain high while the timely debtor realisation might also remain a 

challenge. Additionally, a sizeable chunk of the debtors, are unsecured in nature. Hence, the pressure on working capital 

intensity is expected to continue over the near to medium term. 

 

Intense competition in the industry and low track record – The company faces stiff competition from the dealerships of 

established players like Tata Motors Limited and Eicher Motors Limited. These key competitors offer a relatively wider 

range of products and the pricing of these vehicles is also relatively lower than Bharatbenz in similar segments. OMPL is 

also relatively new to the industry with operations starting from FY2014 and currently operates through 10 own sales 

outlets across the country.  

 

Limited presence within CV segment leading to low revenue diversification – OMPL mostly deals in the medium and 

heavy-duty trucks (MDT and HDT) and has no presence in other CV sub-segments like buses and small CVs. This lowers 

the revenue diversification avenues for OMPL. Hence, its revenues remain dominated by the sales of the HDT segment, 

predominantly the ‘2523 C’ model (~76% of H1 FY2020 revenues) leading to high product concentration risks.  

 

Tight liquidity and high borrowing rates could deter final customers thus impacting revenue growth – Most of the 

company’s customers depend on bank financing for vehicles. The tightening liquidity in the banking sector over the last 

few years along with high interest rates and slower loan disbursements might deter prospective customers. Moreover, 

the inherent cyclicality in commercial automotive demand could constrain OMPL’s revenue growth.  

 

Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  

Links to applicable criteria:    

Corporate Credit Rating Methodology  

 

About the company   
Established in 2013, Omni Motors Private Limited (OMPL) is the national dealer of Bharatbenz commercial vehicles for 

Nepal. OMPL’s registered office is in Birgunj, Parsa-13 and it currently operates through 10 self-owned showrooms 

 
1 Please find the policy here 

http://www.icranepal.com/
http://icranepal.com/methodologyPDF/CorporateCreditRatingMethodology08292018.pdf
https://www.icra.in/Rating/ShowMethodologyReport/?id=464&Title=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating%20Methodology&Report=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating,%20Methodology,%20Mar%202017.pdf
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/DefaultRecognitionPolicyJuly2019.pdf
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around the country. The company is owned by five individuals: Mr. Rajindra Kabra, Mr. Dipankar Kabra, Mr. Vinay Kabra, 

Mr. Udayan Kabra and Mr. Sandeep Kumar Mohta. Mr. Rajindra Kabra is the Chairman of the company. 

 

Key financial indicators  

 FY2016 
(Audited) 

FY2017 
(Audited) 

FY2018 
(Audited) 

FY2019 
(Audited) 

H1 FY2020 
(Provisional) 

Operating income (OI; NPR million) 855 1,284 1,778 1,987 931 

OPBDITA/OI (%) 6.34% 7.88% 10.14% 10.23% 10.00% 

Total debt/Tangible net worth (TNW2; times) 6.96 4.61 4.45 3.17 2.91 

Total outside liabilities/TNW (times) 7.54 5.90 6.24 4.47 3.72 

Total debt/OPBDITA (times) 13.98 6.57 5.32 4.56 5.03 

Interest coverage (times) 2.54 2.25 2.51 2.22 1.93 

DSCR (times) 2.11 2.00 2.11 1.96 1.73 

Net working capital/OI (%) 83% 49% 54% 49% 55% 
Source: Company data 

 

Annexure-1: Instrument details  

Instrument 
 Rated Amount 

(NPR million)  
Rating Action 

Fund-based facilities; Long-term (hire purchase loan) (A) 2.8 [ICRANP] LB+; Assigned  

      

Fund-based facilities; Short-term     

Overdraft 35.0 [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Import Loan (within Letter of Credit) (1,050.0) [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Short Term Loan (within Letter of Credit) (700.0) [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Total Fund-based-Short term (B) 35.0   

     

Non-fund-based facilities; Short-term    

Letter of credit 1,180.0 [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Bonds and Guarantees (within Letter of Credit) (10.0) [ICRANP] A4; Assigned 

Total Non-fund-based-Short term (C) 1,180.0   

     

Total limits (A+B+C) 1,217.8   

 

Analyst Contacts  
Mr. Kishor Prasad Bimali (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
kishor@icranepal.com     
 

Mr. Rajib Maharjan (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
rajib@icranepal.com    
  

 
2 The hybrid instrument in OMPL’s capitalization profile (i.e. preference shares of NPR 150 million) have only been 

ascribed equity credit of 30% of total equity (including this ascribed equity).  
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Relationship Contacts   
Ms. Barsha Shrestha (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
barsha@icranepal.com    
 

About ICRA Nepal Limited  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first credit rating agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licensed 

by the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical 

support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies, 

analytical software, research, training, and technical and analytical skill augmentation.  

 

Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks 

and financial services companies as an independent and professional investment information and credit rating agency. 

Today, ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies. The international credit rating agency, 

Moody’s Investors Service, is ICRA’s largest shareholder. 

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   

 

ICRA Nepal Limited 

Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Phone:+977 1 4419910/20 

Email: info@icranepal.com 

Web: www.icranepal.com 

 

All Rights Reserved.  
Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  

ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA Nepal 

ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website 

(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All information 

contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable 

care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of 

any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness 

or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion 

and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents 
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